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Abst rac t - -Th is  article presents a new algorithm for solving the problem of globally minimizing a 
concave function over & compact, convex set. The algorithm uses both branch and bound and outer 
approximation. One of the major advantages of the algorithm is that the only significant nonlinear 
computation required can be accomplished using univariate Searv.h procedures. After establishing 
the convergence of the algorithm, we discuss this and other computational considerations. A small 
example is solved to ilhmtrate the algorithm. Becamm oflts advantages, the algorithm offers significant 
promise for efficiently minimizing a concave function over a compa~.-t, convex set. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to present a new algorithm for solving the concave minimization 
problem 
P : minimize f(z) ,  subject to z • D, 
where f is a concave, not necessarily separable, function on R n, and D -- {z E Rn[gi(z) _< 0, i - 
1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. We will assume, for each i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}, that gl is a finite convex function on R n, 
that D is a nonempty, compact set, and that there exists a point p G R n such that gi(p) < O, 
i = 1 ,2 . . . ,  m. By introducing the convex function g(z)  = max(gi(z)[i = 1 , . . . ,  m}, we rewrite 
problem P in the form 
P :  minimize f(z) ,  subject to g(z) _< 0. 
Problem P may have many locally-optimal soluti6ns which are not globally optimal. While it 
is well known that a globally optimal solution for problem P exists which is an extreme point 
of D, D may have an infinite number of extreme points. Let ~ denote the optimal objective 
function value for problem P. 
A number of practical problems can be formulated as minimizations of concave functions over 
convex sets. Among these are problems involving strategic weapons planning, economies of 
scale, fixed charges, and allocation and location (see, for example, [1-5]). In addition, several 
mathematical programming problems can be solved by solving equivalent concave minimization 
problems, including the zero-one integer programming problem [6], the bilinear programming 
problem [7], the linear and convex complementarity problems [8], and the 'convex difference' 
programming problem [8]. 
Starting in 1964 [9], a number of researchers have constructed algorithms for concave mini- 
mization in the special case when the feasible region is a polyhedron (see [10-12], where extensive 
bibliographies are given). Later, some algorithms for the more general case when the feasible 
region is a compact, convex set where proposed by Horst [13], by Hoffman [14], by Tuy and Thai 
[15], by Thieu, Tam and Ban [16], and by Horst, Thoai and Tuy [17]. Recently, Tuy, Thieu, and 
*Parts of the present work were accomplished while the second author was on leave at the University of Florida, 
Galmmville. 
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Thai [8] developed an algorithm for the case when the feasible region is closed and convex, but 
not necessarily bounded. 
In this article we present a new algorithm for solving the concave minimization problem P. 
The algorithm uses branch and bound and outer approximation, and it is guaranteed toconverge 
to a globally optimal solution. One of the major advantages of the algorithm is that the only 
significant nonlinear computation required at each iteration can be accomplished by any of a 
number of simple univariate search procedures. The only other major computations required 
involve solving either linear programming problems or systems of (n + 1) equations in (n + 1) 
unknowns which each have a unique solution. Furthermore, many of the linear programming 
problems can be quickly solved by simple postoptimality procedures of the simplex method. The 
algorithm does not require the objective function or constraint functions to be separable. 
Potential disadvantages of the algorithm may arise from the fact that as the number of it- 
erations increases, the record-keeping requirements and the number of constraints in the linear 
programming subproblems also increase. 
Part of the motivation for developing the algorithm given in this article was provided by Horst 
[13] and by Hoffman [14]. Horst [13] gives a general branch and bound algorithm for nonconvex 
programming problems which could be used to solve problem P. However, if used to solve 
problem P, Horst's algorithm would require solving nonlinear convex programming problems at 
each iteration. Hoffman [14] gives an algorithm for solving problem P which uses the concept of 
outer approximation. In a typical iteration of Hoffman's algorithm, a cutting plane is added to 
a polyhedron X containing D to create a new polyhedron X' which also contains D. The set 
of extreme points of X' which are not extreme points of X must also be found. By combining 
branch and bound and outer approximation, the algorithm in this article solves problem P 
without requiring the solution of any convex programming subproblems or the computation of 
sets of new extreme points of successive containing polyhedra. 
The plan of this article is as follows. In Section 1, the new algorithm is presented. In Section 
2, convergence of the algorithm to a globally optimal solution for problem P is shown. Some 
computational considerations are given in Section 3. To illustrate the method, a small example 
is presented in Section 4, and a conclusion is given in the final section. 
I. THE ALGORITHM 
The following definitions will aid in the presentation of the algorithm. 
DEFINITION 1. Let v °, v l , . . .  ,v n be (n + 1) affinely independent points in R". The convex hull 
of {v °, vl, . . . , v n } is called a simplex or an n-dimensional simplex, and the points v °, vi, . . . , v n 
are called vertices of the simplex. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S be a compact set in R n. A set {S 1, $2 , . . . ,  S q} of finitely many compact 
subsets S i, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  q, o rS  is said to be a partition orS  when S equals the union of all of the 
sets S i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q, and each pair of sets S i and S j,  i # j, intersect only on their boundaries 
relative to S. 
DEFINITION 3. The convex envelope of a function f taken over a nonempty subset S o of its 
domain is that function go such that (i) go is a convex function defined over the convex hull of 
SO; (ii) go(z) <_ f ( z )  for all z 6 SO; and (iii) i fh is a convex function defined over the convex hull 
of S o that satisfies h(z) (_ f ( z )  for all z E S °, then h(z) _~ g0(z) for any z in the convex hull of 
S o . 
To initiate the algorithm, a compact polyhedron X ° containing D is constructed, and an n- 
dimensional simplex S °l which contains X ° is found. Subsequent s eps k, k >_ 1, of the algorithm 
create compact polyhedra XI ,x2 , . . .  such that X ° _D X 1 _D ... _D X t _D ... _D D. In each step k, 
k >_ 0, branch and bound is used to calculate a lower bound for ~ by computing a lower bound 
for the optimal objective function value of the relaxation Pt of problem P given by 
Pt : minimize f (z ) ,  subject o x 6 X t. 
To accomplish this, a typical step k, k > 1, using X k-t and a point z k-1 E X t-1 from the 
previous tep, first creates the new enclosing polyhedron X k. Next, given a partition of S °* from 
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the previous step, branching is used to create a more refined partition {Sk l ,Sk2 , . . . ,S  ~'~+l} 
of S °1, where, for each j = 1 ,2 , . . . , k  + 1, Skj is an n-dimensional simplex. For each j = 
1,2, . . .  ,k + 1, the convex envelope gkj of f taken over Skj, which, as we shall see, is an afllne 
function, is either available from the previous step or is calculated. Problem Pk is thereby 
separated into k + 1 underestimating linear programming problems Pkj, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k + 1, where, 
for each j ,  problem Pkj seeks to minimize gkj over X k N Skj . The algorithm then computes 
the minimum value among the optimal objective function values of the linear programs Pkj, 
j = 1 ,2 , . . . , k  + 1. This value is a lower bound for the optimal objective function value of 
problem Pk and, hence, is a lower bound LB for ~ .  
For any step k, let x k represent an optimal solution to the linear program whose optimal 
objective function value equals LB. Since z k E X k D_ D, z k may or may not lie in D. If z k E D, 
the algorithm computes the value of f (xk) .  This value is an upper bound for ~ .  As the steps of 
the algorithm are executed, a record is kept of the smallest such upper bound UB encountered 
and of a point xeeD such that f (z  c) = UB. Whenever, for some prechosen e > 0, the inequality 
UB-  LB  < e is satisfied, the algorithm terminates. When this occurs, z c is an e-optimal solution 
for problem P in the sense that x ¢ E D and ~ < f (x  c) < Wi+ e. 
To compute the convex envelope gkj of f taken over a simplex Skj, the algorithm solves the 
(n + 1) linear equations 
(a ,v ' )+oe=f (v ' ) ,  i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (1) 
for the unknowns a E R n and ~ E R, where v i, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, are the vertices of Skj. The 
convex envelope gkj of f taken over Skj is then given, for each z E Skj, by gkj(z) = (a,x) + t~ 
[13]. 
Given a partition {S~-1,1,S~-X,2,... S ~-x,~} of S °~ from step k -  1, where, for each j = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  k, S k- l ' j  is an n-dimensional simplex, the algorithm uses the following procedure in step 
k to create a more refined partition of S °x. First, a simplex S ~-l,y containing z ~-l is found. Let 
v °, v l , . . . ,  v n represent the vertices of this simplex. Next, the midpoint v of one of the longest 
edges of S ~-l,y is found. Let v d and v e be the endpoints of this edge. The two simplices S ~,~ 
and S k,2 with vertices v°,v 1 , . . . ,  t~ d -1  , ~), ~)d+l  . . . ,  13n and v °, v l, . .. ,v ~-1, v, v ~+l, . . .  ,v", respec- 
tively, are then formed. From Horst [13] {S~,I,S ~,2} is a partition of S ~-a,y. The more refined 
partition of S °l is then created by replacing S ~-I,y in the partition {S ~-l,~, S~- l ,~, . . . ,  S~-1,~} 
of S °l from step k - 1 with S ~,1 and S ~,~. This subdivision procedure is called bisection. 
We may now give a formal statement of the algorithm. 
STEP 0.  
0.1. Choose e >_ O. Find a point p such that g(p) < O. Set U B = f(p)  and set z e = p. Set F = 
~. Find a compact polyhedron X ° such that D C_ X °. Express X ° as {x ~ R ~ lAx <_ b}, 
where A is an 5, x n matrix and b ~ R ~. Find an n-dimensional simplex S °x such that 
X ° C_ S °~ . Let S °l be described by its vertices vo ,o v0 ,1 .. ., v'~ ~ R n. 
0.2. Find the convex envelope ~01 : S °x ~ R of f taken over S °x by solving the system of 
linear equations (1) with v i = v~, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
0.3. Find an optimal extreme point solution z °~ for the linear programming problem 
Pol : minimize gOl(X), subject to z E X O. 
0.4. Set LB = #01(x° l ) ,  g~ - -  g01, and x ° = x °1. Set k = 1 and go to step 1. 
STEP k, k >__ 1. Assume without loss of generality that x k-1 E S ~-l'k. Also assume that v~_l, 
i = 0, 1, . . .  ,n are the vertices o rs  k-l,~. 
k.1. I f  z k-1 ~ D, go to step k.2. Otherwise, if f(x ~-1) < uB,  set uB = f(x k-l) and set 
x c = z ~-1, and then go to step k.2. 
k.2. I f  UB - LB  <_ e, conclude that z c is an e-optimal solution for problem P and stop. 
Otherwise, continue. 
k.3. Case 1. z k-1 E D. Set X k = X k-1 and go to step k.5. 
Case 2. z k-1 ~ D. Find the point z k-1 E D on the line segment [p,z k-l] such that 
g(z k- l )  = 0. I f  f (z  k- l)  >__ UB, go to step k.4. Otherwise, set UB = f (zk-1) ,  set 
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z c = z k - l ,  and, i fUB  - LB <_ e, conclude that z e is an e-optimal solution for problem 
(P) and stop. I fUB  - LB  > e, continue. 
k.4. Set X k -- X k-1 t'l {x E R" l ( tk -z , z  - z k-x) <_ O} where t t -1 is a subgradient of g at z t - t .  
k.5. Using bisection, form a partition {Sk,I,S k,2} of S k-l,k, where S t,1 and S k,2 are n- 
dimensional simplices. 
k.6. For each j = 1,2, tind the convex envelope gkj : S ki --" R of f taken over S ~1 by solving 
the system of linear equations (I). 
k.7. For each j = 1, 2, t~nd an optimal extreme point solution z ki for the linear programming 
problem 
Pkj : minimize gki(x), subject to z E X k Cl S ki. 
k.8. I f  k 7£ 1, then, for each j = 1,2, . . . ,  k - 1, relabe] S k-l , j  and gk- l j  with S k,2+t and 
gk,2+i, respectively. 
t:.9. I f  k 7 ~ 1, then, for each j = 3, 4 , . . . ,  k + 1 such that S ki f~ F, 1lad an optimal extreme 
point solution x k~ for the linear programming problem Pkj. 
k.10. For each j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k + 1 such that S ki ~ F, i fgki(z ki) > UB, add S ki to F. 
k. l l .  Compute LB  = rtfin{gki(zkJ)lj E {1,2 , . . . , k  + 1} and S ki ~ F}. Set z k = x kj* and 
g~ = gkj*, where LB = gki.(zki*). Set k = k + 1 and go to step k. 
At the beginning of step k, k >__ 1, the algorithm assumes without loss of generality that 
x k-1 E S k-l'k. Of course, if this is not true, a partition of the appropriate simplex S k - l J ,  
instead of S k-l,k, would be formed in step k.5, and the relabeling in step k.8 would be adjusted 
accordingly. 
The set F in the algorithm is the set of fathomed subsimplices. For any/c > 1, if a subsimplex 
S ki is added to F in step k.10, then gkj(z ki) > UB. Since X k _D D (see Lamina 1 below) and 
gti is the convex envelope of f taken over S ki , this implies that no optimal solution for problem 
P can lie in S ki . Therefore, Ski is fathomed, indicating that it will never be partitioned further 
and that no further record of it need he kept. 
For any k ~ 1, given x k-1 and X k- l ,  the polyhedron X k containing D is created in steps k.3 
and k.4. If z k-1 E D, then, from step k.3, X k = X k-1. Otherwise, X k is a strict subset o fX  ~-1, 
created by adding a linear constraint to X k-1 that cuts off a portion of X k-1 containing zk-l .  
Notice that {z E Rnl(t k- l ,  z - z k- l)  = 0} is a hyperplane that supports D at the point z k-1. 
2. CONVERGENCE 
The following two lemmas are needed to help establish the convergence of the algorithm. 
LEMMA 1. X 0 D X 1 D . . .  D X k-1 D X k D . . .  ~ D. 
PROOI~. X k C_ X k-1 (k = 1,2 , . . . )  is obvious. Since g(z k - l )  = 0 for all k = 1,2, . . .  and, by 
det~nition of a subgradient, we have for all x E R" and a11 k = 1, 2, . . .  
(tk-1,  _ zk-x)  = g(zk -1)  + _ zk-1)  _< g(x) .  
Using z E D <=> g(z) < 0 and X ° D D, we see that X k D_ D for all k. | 
LEMMA 2. g~(z O) ~ g~(z 1) ~ "'" __< g~_l(Z k - l )  ~ g~(z k) ~ "'" <__~. 
PROOf. For each k and j, since DClS  kj C_ X t c lS  kj (cf. Lemma 1) and f ~ gkj on Skj, we 
obviously have 
gk/(z kj) = rain {gki(z)lz E X k n S ki) _< rain {/(z) lz E D rn Ski). 
Using this and the fact that {Skj IJ = 1 , . . . ,  k + 1} is a partition orS  m D_ D, we see that for each 
k, 
g;(zk)= min g}j(zkJ)< min min{f (z ) l zeDClSk i}<min l f ( z ) l zeD}=t '~.  
j=l , . . . ,k+l  - -  j=l , . . . ,k+l  
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Since {sk l , s  k2} forms a partition o rs  k-l 'k, we obviously have S ki C S k-l,k (i = 1,2). Hence, 
by definition of a convex envelope as the uniformly best convex underestimator f f ,  we have, 
for each k, 
g~,i >_ gk-l,k on S k~ (i = 1,2). 
Since X k-1 D_ X k, this implies that g~_l(z ~-1) _< g~(z k) (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) .  | 
LEMMA 3. Let {S ~} be an infinite decreasing (nested) sequence of simplices generated by suc- 
cessive bisection. Then S ~ converges to a singleton, i.e., there is a point ~ satisfying 
S ¢= lim S ~={~}.  
q-*co 
Different proofs ofLemma 3 are given in [10] and [lS]. 
The convergence of the algorithm can now be shown. 
THEOREM 1. Let -~ represent any limit point of the sequence {zk}. Then • • D and 
lira g~(z ~) = f(~r) = min{f(z) lz  6 D}. 
k'--*¢~ 
PROOF. As above, denote ~ = rain {f(z)]z • D}. In the first part of the proof we show that 
f (~) _( l~n g~(z k) _~ ~'~. In the second part of the proof we show that ~" • D. 
Part I. 
Let S k denote the simplex where g~(z k) is attained, i.e., g~(x ~) "- min {gT.(z)[= • S t n Xk}. 
Consider the sequence of lower bounds {g~(xk)}. From Lemma 2 we know that {g~(xk)} is a 
nondecreasing sequence bounded from above by ~W. Therefore, we have the existence of 
g* := lim g;(z k) < "~. (2) 
,Now let "~ be a limit point of {x ~ } and denote by {z"} a subsequence of {x k } satisfying 
z r --* ~. Then we conclude, using a standard argument on the finiteness of the number of 
partition elements in each iteration (see e.g., [13,19]), that there exists an infinite decreasing 
subsequence {S q} C_ {S ~ } of successively bisected simplices SV. From Lemma 3 we know that 
there is a point ~ satisfying Sq -* {~}. But, by definition of Sq, for all q, we have xq • S q. It 
follows that x¢ --* ~, hence ~c = ~. 
The convex envelope g~ of the concave function f over S q is an a/~ne function that coincides 
with f at the vertices of SV (cf. (I) in Section 1). Since both functions attain their minima over 
S v at a vertex ors  q, we have 
min {f(z)lz • S'} = min (g,~(z)lz • S'} < min {g;(z)lz • S' n X '}  = g;(zq). (3) 
Letting q --~ oo, we see by continuity o f f  that rain {f(z)[z • S q} --* f(~),  and (2), (3) yield 
f (~) < g* ~f i .  (4) 
Part H. 
By (4) we see that the theorem is established if'~ E D. This assertion can be deduced from 
general theories on outer approximation methods as, e.g., presented by Eaves and Zangwill [20] 
and more recently by Horst, Thoai and Tuy [17]. It is convenient, however, to give a brief direct 
proof here. 
Let as above {z r ) be a subsequence satisfying zr --* ~. I f  {x r } contains a subsequence of 
points all of which lie in D, then by closedness o lD  we must have "~ G D. Therefore assume that 
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{z ~ } does not contain a subsequence in D. Then we may assume without loss of generality that 
{z'} C R" \ D. Consider the function 
t,(~)=(t',~-z'),  (5) 
where z ~ is taken from step (r + 1).3 of the algorithm. Assume that 
z ' -Arp+(1-A , )z  r, O_<A,_<l,  (6) 
where g(p) < O, g(z r) = 0 and t r • Og(zr). Denote the boundary o lD  by 8D := {z[g(z) = 0}. 
Let r ~ eo, hence z ~ ~ -~. Since @D and U{Og(z)[z • aD} are compact sets (c£, e.g., [21, 
Chapter 24]) and A~ • [0, 1], we can assume (by passing, i f  necessary, to a suitable subsequence), 
that 
tr'-'~t, Ar ---* X • [0, 1], and z r - -~ '~•ODasr -~oo.  
It follows from (5) and (6) that 
t,(x)--t(x) :=(Lx-~) (~) 
and 
Z = A-p + (1 - ~)~. (8) 
Note that, by closedness of the set-valued mapping OD B z -.-. Og(z) (c£, e.g., [21, Chapter 
24]), we have t • Og('~). Note as well that we cannot have A - I, since otherwise, by (8), we 
would have ?g = p which is impossible since • • 8D and p • int D. We will now show that A = O, 
so that it will follow that • = • • @D C D. 
Since t • Og('~) and g('~) = O, we see by definition ofa  subgradient that 
t(p)=(z,p-~)+g(~)__.g(p) < o. (9) 
Further, from (8) it follows that 
~--Y , _  1 - -~ (~-  p)' hence using (9) 
-~ X 
t(~) - 1 - A (~' ~ - P) = - 1 - ~ t(p) >_ 0. 
Moreover, since t(p) < O, we have 
t(~) = 0 if  and only if-A = O. 
(I0) 
(11) 
Let x r+l be the successor of z r in the sequence {xr}. Then, by construction of the algorithm, 
we must have tr (z  r+l) ~ O, hence, by (7) and continuity oft ,  
tim tr(z r+1) = t('~) <_ O. 
r-=* OO 
(12) 
From (10) and (12), t(-~) = O, so that by (11), ~ = O. 
3. SOME COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In this section some comments are given concerning the implementation of some of the com- 
putational procedures called for by the algorithm. 
In step 0.1, the algorithm requires that a compact polyhedron X ° be found which contains D. 
Given X °, the same step then calls for finding an n-dimensional simplex S °I which contains X °. 
Various procedures have been suggested for finding such a polyhedron X ° and such a simplex S °I . 
If lower and upper bounds on the variables are given, one may choose X ° to be the hyperrectangle 
defined by these bounds. Otherwise, one may set X ° = S °I. The reader is referred to [5,11,13,14] 
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for details of other approaches. We simply note here that the smaller the volumes of X ° and S °x 
are, the more efficient we expect he algorithm to be. 
For each k, i fz t-~ ~ D, then step/:.3 of the algorithm calls for computing the point z ~-~ •/}D 
on the line segment [p, zk-~]. Then 
zk- I  = A/~_I p -{- (I -- A t_ I )Z  k-I  , 0 <Ak_~ < I, 
where Ak-~ is the unique solution of the univariate convex programming problem 
minimize A, subject to 0 < A < I, g(Ap + (I - A)z k-~) _< O. 
This problem can be readily solved by well-known one-dimensional search procedures, uch as 
Fibonacci search or the method of golden sections. 
For finding a subgradient ~k-1 • Og(zk-1) in step k.4, several methods are at hand. Note that 
if all gi (i = 1,. . . ,  m) are differentiable, then every convex combination of the gradients 
Wgj(zk-1), j • I(z k-l) := {i • {1,.. . ,  m}lg,(z ~-1) = 0} 
is a subgradient of g at z k-1. In the case where some g~ is not differentiable everywhere, an easy 
method can be found in [22]. 
For each k >_ 1 and j E {1,2}, step k.7 calls for finding an optimal extreme point solution zkj for 
0 1 the linear programming problem Pkj. The vertices vkt , vki, . . . ,  v~j of the simplex S ~j in problem 
Pkj are available from the bisection procedure used in the algorithm for forming partitions of 
simplices. Ifv~j • X k for all i - 0 ,1,2,3, . . . ,n ,  then S ~j C_ X k, and an optimal extreme point 
solution for problem Pkj is simply given by z kj = arg min {gkj(v~j)]i • {0, 1, . . . ,  n}}. Otherwise, 
a convenient way to solve problem Phi is to append the constraints z - ~'~=o air'j, ~'~=o ai - 1, 
a ~ > 0, i - 0, 1, . . . ,  n, to the system of inequalities representing X k and use the simplex method. 
In step k.9, k > 1, for each j • {3,4,...  ,k + 1} such that Skj ~ F, an optimal extreme point 
solution for problem Pkj must be found. The same strategy can be used as in step k.7, with one 
additional option. For each k > 1 and j • {3, 4, . . . ,  k + 1}, problem Pkj and problem Pk- l j -2  
solved in step k - 1 are identical, except that problem Pkj contains the additional constraint 
( tk - l , x -  Z k-l) ~ 0. Therefore, using an optimal basic solution for problem Pk-ld-2, the 
simple postoptimality procedure of the simplex method concerning the addition of an inequality 
constraint to a linear program can be used to find an optimal extreme point solution for problem 
Pkj. 
4. EXAMPLE 
To illustrate the new algorithm for solving problem P, we apply it in this section to a small 
example. This example is taken from [8]. Consider the problem 
minimize f(z l ,  x2) = -129zl 2+ 242XlZ2 - 129x22 + 1258zl - 1242z2 
subject to 
-x l  -x2 -  2_< 0, 
-4z l  + x~ - 8 _< 0, 
16z~ - 32Zl + 25z] - 384 < 0. 
The exact optimal solution is given by z* = (-1, 2) with ~ = f(z*) = -4871. To solve this 
problem by the new algorithm, we slightly modified the stopping criterion, so that we stopped 
when we were guaranteed that f (z  c) was within 3% of Wf. 
In step 0 of the algorithm, p was chosen to equal (0,0), X ° was chosen to be {(z l ,z2) [ -  2 _< 
zl _< 6 , -4  _< z~ _< 4 , - z l  - z2 -  2 _< 0), and S °1 was chosen to have vertices v0 ° = (6,4), 
v01 = (6,-8),  and v~ = (-6, 4). The convex envelope g01 of f taken over S °1 is found to be 
r.AimA 21 ,6 /7 - r  






Figure 1. End of Step 0. 
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g01(zl,z2) = 2226zi + 726z2 - 14580 for any (2t1,Z2) E S 01. An optimal extreme point solution 
for problem P01 is z °1 = ( -2 ,0) ,  with g0z(z °1) = -19032. Therefore, at the end of step 0, 
z ° = ( -2 ,0 ) ,  LB = -19032, and UB = f (z  c) = f (0,0)  = 0. 
In step 1.1, since x ° = ( -2 ,0 )  E D and f ( -2 ,0 )  = -3032 < UB, UB is set equal to -3032 and 
z ~ becomes ( -2 ,0) .  In step 1.3, z ° = z ° = ( -2 ,  0), and, from step 1.4, X 1 = X °. The partition of 
S ot created in step 1.5 consists of the simplices S 11 and S 12 with vertices (0,-2), (6,4), (6,-8), and 
(0,-2), (-6,4), (6,4), respectively. In step 1.6, the convex envelopes gll(zl, x~) = 398zl - 446z2 + 
1076 and 912(zl, z2) = 2226zl - 2274z2 - 2580 are found. An optimal extreme point solution 
for problem Pl l  is xl l  = (6,4) with gl l (z  11) = 1680, and an optimal extreme point solution for 
problem P12 is z 12 = ( -2 ,4) ,  with gl2(Z 12) = -16120. Since gl l (z  11) = 1680 > -3032 = UB, 
S tl is fathomed in step 1.10, and at the end of step 1, LB = -16120, x 1 = ( -2 ,4) ,  and 
UB = f (z  c) = f ( -2 ,0 )  = -3032. 
X 1 x2 
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Figure 2. End of Step 1. 
In step 2, z 1 ~ D, and the point z 1 E D found in step 2.3 on the line segment [p, x 1] such 
that g(z 1) = 0 is z 1 = ( -1 ,2) .  Since f ( -1 ,2 )  = -4871 < UB, UB is set equal to -4871 and 
z c becomes (-1,2). From [8], we know that z c is now equal to the optimal solution for problem 
P. The remaining task for the algorithm, then, is to increase LB sufficiently to demonstrate 
this. Since g2(z z) = g2(-1, 2) = -4 ( -1 )+ 4 -  8 = 0, and gz(-1,  2), 93(-1, 2) < 0, from step 2.4, 
X 2 = X1N((z l , z2) J - z l+z2 <_ 3). In step 2.5, since z 1 = ( -2 ,4 )  E S I~, the partition {$21,S 22) 
of S 12 is created, where the vertices of S 21 and S 22 are (-6,4), (0,4), (0,-2) and (6,4), (0,4), (0,-2), 
respectively. From step 2.7, z 21 = ( -2 ,  1), g21(z 21) = -8532, z 22 = (1,4), and g22(z 22) = -5580. 
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Figure 3. End of Step 2. 
No fathoming occurs in step 2.10, and, at the end of step 2, LB = rain {-8532, -5580} = -8532, 
z 2 = ( -2 ,  1), and UB = f (z  ¢) = f ( -1 ,2 )  = -4871. 
The situations at the ends of steps 0, 1, and 2 are shown in the figures. In these figures, solid 
lines represent boundaries of the feasible region and of containing polyhedra, while dashed lines 
represent boundaries of simplices. 
The algorithm continues for five more full steps. In three of these, the enclosing polyhedron 
created is a strict subset of the polyhedron created in the previous tep. By the end of step 7, of 
the eight simplices contained in the partition of S °t, five have been fathomed. The lower bound 
at the end of step 7 is given by LB = -5016. Since this guarantees that f ( z  e) = f ( -1 ,2 )  is 
within 3% o f~,  the algorithm terminates in step 8.2. 
5. CONCLUSION 
By combining branch and bound and outer approximation, the algorithm proposed in this paper 
solves problem P without requiring the solution of any convex programming subproblems or the 
computation of sets of new extreme points of successive containing polyhedra. Furthermore, 
the only significant nonlinear computation required at each iteration of the algorithm can be 
accomplished by univariate search. The other major computations at each iteration involve 
solving linear programming problems and systems of (n + 1) equations in (n + 1) unknowns which 
each have a unique solution. Of course, the question of how well the algorithm will perform on 
various problems will require further study. However, because of its advantages, the algorithm 
offers significant promise for efficiently solving problem P. 
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